
PHOTOGRAPHY WEDDING OPTIONS 

(10 hours) ~ 3523.00  

(8 Hours) ~ 3037.00

1 experienced lead photographer

500-700 photos on average per wedding gallery

Printing rights to all images

Clear direction & guidance for you, bridal party and family

Organized timeline for your wedding day

48 hour sneak peaks

2 Skilled Photographers  

(10 hours) ~ 4557.00  

(8 Hours) ~ 4371.00 

Includes More memories captured, different locations can be covered at the same time & adds another 
photographers creative ideas.  

Engagement Sessions: ~450 Value “included in wedding packages” 

VIDEO WEDDING INVESTMENT OPTIONS 

(10 hours) ~ 3523.00  

(8 Hours) ~ 3337.00

This includes a 4k cinematic (5-7 minute) Highlight film 

Full Length candid mashup of your entire day in  HD 1080p- This is candid, full length original footage 
from start to finish. These average around 60 minutes long.

Drone footage if weather permitting with a licensed drone pilot.

(Highlights may be longer or shorter than our estimated length based on events throughout your day and 
how long we attend your event. Typically weddings with letter reading and personal vows will be longer 
averaging around 10-12 minutes.)



2 Skilled Videographers 

(10 hours) ~ 4557.00  

(8 Hours) ~ 4371.00 

More memories captured, different locations can be covered at the same time & adds another 
Videographers creative ideas. 

PHOTOGRAPHY + VIDEOGRAPHY BUNDLED PACKAGE

10 hours ~ 6337.00 

2 experienced lead professionals onsite

Up to 4 professionals capturing your day. 3-4 professionals recommended for the best outcome.

you save ~500.00 to bundle both services together.

1080p HD full day candid mashup film ( Averages at about 60 minutes long) This is all full length 
original footage combined in order from start to finish.

5-7 minute 4k cinematic highlight film

500-700 edited photos

Printing rights for all content

Options to have a CD or flash drive for your Wedding film

State of the art audio/lighting equipment for crisp clear audio

Paparazzi Package | Full Team of Experts!  ~ Great for larger weddings and events! More 
creative ideas from different creative professionals, more memories captured and coverage on 
multiple locations!

4 experienced professionals on site for 10 hours at ~ 8553.00

2 photographers / more photos and memories captured



2 videographers / more angles and video to create video with!

This includes a 4k cinematic (5-7 minute) Highlight film 

Full Length candid mashup of your entire day in  HD 1080p- This is candid, full length original footage 
from start to finish. These average around 60 minutes long.

Drone footage if weather permitting with a licensed drone pilot.

(Highlights may be longer or shorter than our estimated length based on events throughout your day and 
how long we attend your event. Typically weddings with letter reading and personal vows will be longer 
averaging around 10-12 minutes.)

500-700 photos on average per wedding gallery

Printing rights to all images

Clear direction & guidance for you, bridal party and family

Organized timeline for your wedding day

48 hour sneak peaks

Now offering a complimentary motion book, wall art, or album, when you choose our Paparazzi  
package!


